Summary of safety risk research methods in traffic intensive waters
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Abstract
Accidents occur frequently in water areas with dense traffic, and the traffic safety risk in water areas has become the research focus and difficulty in the field of water transportation. The paper summarizes the research methods of water traffic safety risk, and comment and prospected the research.
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1. Introduction
With the continuous development of the water transportation industry, the transportation is becoming increasingly busy. A large number of ships are concentrated in ports, waterways and their adjacent waters, resulting in the increasing traffic density, the deteriorating ship navigation environment and the increasing water traffic risk[1]. In September 18, 2020, a serious water traffic accident occurred on the old fellow rail road in the Bohai Strait. A merchant ship collided with a fishing boat, causing the fishing boat to sink. 10 of the crew members of the fishing boat were all missing. The direct economic loss was about 3 million yuan. Therefore, improving the safety and reliability of traffic intensive waters is an urgent need for the water transportation industry. The safety risk of traffic intensive waters has become the focus of shipping and academic circles.

2. Safety risk assessment method for traffic intensive waters
In order to scientifically measure the safety level of traffic intensive waters, many theories and models have been formed in this field. In 1992, the international organization put forward a risk assessment procedure, which is related to the international organization's "safety assessment". The current situation of safety research in traffic intensive waters can be summarized into the following parts:

2.1. Research on safety of traffic intensive waters based on accident data statistics
The analysis of historical accident data has been widely used in the research on the safety of transportation system in traffic intensive waters such as harbor[2], sea area[3][4], waterway[5]. Typical research results include: Kujala conducted statistical analysis on maritime traffic safety in the Gulf of Finland and confirmed that grounding and collision are the main types of accidents in the Gulf of Finland. Through the statistical analysis of the historical congestion data of the Yangtze River, Zhang identified the key influencing factors of congestion and applied them to the analysis and prediction of the congestion risk of the Yangtze River[5]. Tirunagari conducted statistical analysis of multiple logistic regression model on ship accident data in Norwegian waters and determined the influencing factors related to navigation accidents[3]. Wang proposed a comprehensive evaluation framework for quantifying collision...
probability and collision consequences based on historical accident data in Hong Kong waters[4].

The development of statistical technology provides a powerful tool for the research on the safety of traffic intensive waters. Structural equation model (SEM) is a common statistical technology, which is used to determine the predictors that have a statistically significant impact on dependent variables. It has been preliminarily applied in the field of safety in traffic intensive waters. Chen used SEM statistical technology to evaluate the navigation safety of port waters[6] and port pilotage safety[7]. Liu established the risk evolution index system of ship navigation environment in complex inland waters according to the principle of SEM[8]. Hu used SEM algorithm to study the interaction and influence path of maritime traffic accident causes from the perspective of human factors [9]. Fenstad used SEM to explore the relationship between organizational and regulatory factors and ship safety[10].

2.2. Research on safety of traffic intensive waters based on uncertainty method

The method based on expert opinion has certain subjectivity and uncertainty. In order to solve this problem, fuzzy logic, belief network, Bayesian network, evidence reasoning and their combination have been greatly applied in water transportation risk assessment, including sea transportation risk[11-13], inland river transportation risk[14,15], port transportation risk[16] Navigation risks in Arctic waters[17], as well as specific navigation accident risks, such as collision risk[18], grounding risk[19], etc.

2.3. Research on safety of traffic intensive waters based on artificial intelligence method

The research of artificial intelligence in accident analysis of water transportation system is still limited. Similar studies include: Blanc used neural computing technology to analyze more than 900 marine accidents in the lower reaches of the Mississippi River[20]. Erol analyzed the marine accidents in Istanbul Strait by using the combination of neuro fuzzy and genetic optimization fuzzy classifier, and believed that the solution to reduce the accident rate should give priority to weather conditions and ship density[21]. Liu combined density based spatial clustering with noise technology and recurrent neural network, proposed a regional collision risk real-time prediction framework[22].

As one of the most popular artificial intelligence technologies, artificial neural network (ANN) modeling technology can identify complex nonlinear and non compensation relationships, and more accurately measure the relative impact of each predictor. In the field of safety in traffic intensive waters, Qiao determined the nonlinear factors related to human risk factors in Marine Accidents Based on ANN method[23]. Zissis used ANN method to predict ship behavior, including ship position, speed and heading[24]. Perera used ANN technology to detect and track multi-target ships[25].

2.4. Research on safety of traffic intensive waters based on simulation technology

Merrick evaluates the impact of ferry increase on the level of ship interaction in San Francisco Bay through interactive counting simulation[26]. The simulation results show that the interaction between ferry and other ships increases exponentially rather than linearly with the number of ferry crossings. That means that the collision risk of ships in traffic intensive waters increases exponentially with the traffic density to a certain extent. Faghih-roohi proposed a maritime transportation accident risk model by using Markov model and Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation method[27]. Chen used the simulation method of infectious disease dynamics to establish the risk causal model of ships sailing in traffic intensive waters, and modeled the key risk causal transmission process[28].

Zhang conducted simulation research on port pilotage risk by using system dynamics (SD) to clarify the impact of human and organizational factors on Pilotage accidents[29]. The simulation
results show that the traffic intensive waters are very sensitive to human factors and organizational factors, and human errors will lead to a surge in accident probability. Zhang Yang combined with the risk evolution theory, used SD to simulate the risk evolution law of water transportation system[30]. Liu conducted an in-depth study on the evolution process of ship navigation risk in the Three Gorges dam area using SD[31]. Cao conducted coupling simulation on the causes of port navigation risk with the help of SD method from the perspective of port ship navigation complexity system[32].

To sum up, the current research on the safety of traffic intensive waters mainly focuses on the Straits, coastal ports and inland waterways[33]. For example, Merrick evaluated the impact of the increase of ferries on the collision risk of ships in the San Francisco Bay through interactive counting simulation, and confirmed its relationship with the exponential growth of the number of ferry crossings[26]. Based on historical accident data, Zhang identified through Bayesian simulation that bad weather and narrow channel conditions are the key factors affecting the risk of traffic congestion in the Yangtze River[34]. Zhang analyzed the temporal and spatial characteristics of ship traffic accidents in Singapore port waters based on the data of ship automatic identification system, and confirmed that ship speed is highly correlated with ship accidents[35]. Jiang used the cusp catastrophe model to quantitatively evaluate the risk of navigation environment in the Three Gorges Reservoir area of the Yangtze River. The results show that the navigation environment from downstream to upstream is gradually deteriorating.

3. Research evaluation and Prospect

As the bearing area of huge traffic flow, traffic intensive waters play a vital role in the water transportation system. Providing safe and reliable transportation services and curbing frequent and persistent accidents is not only the primary task to be realized in traffic intensive waters, but also the common demand of the shipping industry and society. There is no doubt that the relevant research on the safety of traffic intensive waters has promoted the improvement of the safety level, but most of these documents focus on the overall safety evaluation of traffic intensive waters, and there is less analysis on the safety risks and causes of accidents in traffic intensive waters. Analyze the formation mechanism of safety risk in traffic intensive waters, build an objective and effective water traffic safety risk index system, reveal the evolution law of water traffic safety risk, and define the water traffic safety risk threshold, so as to provide theoretical basis and practical guidance for ensuring the safe, reliable, high-quality and efficient operation of traffic intensive waters. Specifically, the following key scientific problems need to be solved:

(1) How to understand the concept, meaning and formation mechanism of safety risk in traffic intensive waters? As a characteristic of water traffic safety, safety risk needs to further define the concept, clarify the specific meaning and elaborate the generation mechanism.

(2) How to build an objective and effective safety risk index system in traffic intensive waters? In the field of safety risk in traffic intensive waters, the water information is multidimensional, the influence relationship is complex, and the risk has the characteristics of concealment. Build an objective and effective risk index system, and quantitatively describe the importance of the index, so as to identify the weak links of water traffic safety from the Perspective of risk formation.

(3) How to quantitatively evaluate the evolution degree of safety risk in traffic intensive waters and identify key safety risks? There are many factors affecting the safety risk in traffic intensive waters, and the interaction relationship between the influencing factors is complex. The analysis of the safety risk evolution in traffic intensive waters and the identification of key safety risks are helpful to reveal the law of safety risk evolution and clarify the key points of risk monitoring.
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